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Springer Tails
Mid-Atlantic English Springer Spaniel Rescue
President’s Corner by Monica LaPolt
Recently, I had a conversation with our Treasurer, Gale Blackmer. We
were patting ourselves on the back for having achieved a certain level of
fiscal security. We were quite pleased at our bank account balance and the
success of our fund-raising efforts overseen by Kim Bolster. Well, you know
how it goes, we cursed ourselves. Within the last two weeks, we have had
three high needs dogs come into rescue.
First was Faith and her puppies. We pulled them from a Virginia shelter.
After the initial round of vet care, the puppies will require the normal
course of vet visits and all of the attendant costs that go with any litter of
puppies.
Next came Billy. A sweet, friendly boy, Billy has hip dysplasia that is severe
enough that it warrants surgery. He will require at least one surgery and six
to eight weeks of recuperation and follow up veterinary visits before we can
even consider placing him.
Then there is Jack. Jack had no left eye and may be blind or visually
impaired in his right eye. At his first vet visit, the socket of his left eye was
sewn closed to avoid infections. He will be taken to an ophthalmologist for
an examination of his right eye and to get a long-term prognosis. As I write
this, Jack has not bounced back from his first surgery. His foster mom is
taking him into work with her to avoid leaving him alone.
In addition to the three “newcomers” is Stoney, who is going through the
lengthy and expensive treatment for heartworm infestation. His prognosis is
good, but he too will need multiple treatments and veterinary visits.
It’s at this point that you should be expecting a plea for money from me.
The truth is that we can use the money; we can always use financial
contributions to help us continue our mission. However, over the years, I
have learned something. I have learned that if you are doing good, things
will always work out.
I am not saying that we take a laissez faire attitude toward running MAESSR.
Rather, I am constantly amazed that things always seem to fall into place for
us. When we are in desperate need for foster homes - individuals open
their hearts and homes to our neediest rescue dogs. When we are in
financial need - individuals open their wallets and help us help our rescue
dogs.
So, while I am worried at the financial implications of these anticipated
expenses, I am at heart serene. I know that everything will turn out okay,
the money will be found, our dogs will not be denied any treatments, and
we will find loving homes for them. How do I know this? Why am I so
confident? It’s simple - rescue is a labor of love and love always triumphs.

WELCOME TO OUR NEW VOLUNTEERS!
Diana Walton,
Hampton, VA

Emily Riedel,
Annandale, VA

Dawn Williams,
Merchantville, NJ

Jessica Wood,
Baltimore, MD

Clare Adams
Winchester, VA

Sue Lehman,
Elizabethtown, PA

Leslie Jones
Langhorne, PA

Mary Ellen Mallonne,
Arlington, VA

Kathleen O’Neill,
Princeton, NJ

Angi Goodhand,
Dover, DE

Volunteers are the heart and soul of
MAESSR. If you would like to find out
more about opportunities to volunteer,
please contact Linda Foster at
RescueESS@yahoo.com

Something to think about…
“Fostering does leave you vulnerable
because you open up your home and your
heart to these creatures in genuine need.
You see them come out of their shells, and
nurture their unique personalities. You
watch them, puzzled that anyone would
ever want to harm or discard them. And
when they find their forever home, it does
leave a void. But I have found solace not
only in seeing the loving reception of the
fosters by their adoptive families, but also
in realizing that our own beloved adopted
Springer would never have come into our
life without the unselfishness of another
foster family.”
Dave Harrower, MAESSR Volunteer
MAESSR is always in need of foster
homes. If you would like more information
about fostering, please contact Debbie
Lipcsey, at Springerfarm@aol.com

Gift Giving for The Dogs!
Don’t need another tie or book for
Christmas? No gift ideas for family or
a friend? Consider giving to MAESSR
in your friends name or having
someone give you a gift of donating to
MAESSR in your name!
It’s easy…just complete the coupon
on the back page. We will
acknowledge all gifts with a special
card. For donations in excess of
$30.00, we will mail the honored
individual either the MAESSR 2003
calendar or a collectors item limited
Springer pin. Your completed form
must be received by December 16th to
ensure Christmas/holiday delivery. Fill
out the form, make your choices and
the MAESSR Santas will take it from
there!

THANK YOU!!
Gifts in Honor of:
Lois & Randy Boyer - Sammy Boyer
Eric and Krista Nelson - Hallie’s Adoption
Jill Kirschman - Shooter
Beryl Keegan - Leo at his adoption
Tom and Anne Bigford – Holly
Kelli Santone – Shieva Santone
Bonnie Nichols – Lilly
Jennifer Lust – Rhett
Mary Jane Isenberg - Rhett
Gary Vincent - Brewster & his adoption
Lois and Randy Boyer – Sammy
Dolores and Joe Terry – Rhett
Melissa Fast & Jim Wrathall - Rhett
Barbara Breeden – Rhett
Lois & Randy Boyer - Dr. Lauren Boyer, DVM
Rob Pattison – Rhett (monthly supporter)
Denise Velegdan - Rhett
(monthly supporter)
Richard Hoppe & friends - Spencer
Lori Rodean – Gibson
Robin Rasco – Rhett
William Nelson - Rhett
Ernest Campbell – Rhett

Gifts In Memory of:
Lisa Williamson – Annie
Wanda Durant - Jeb

Gifts:
Elizabeth Maurer
Dave Sewter - multiple PetSmart certificates
Barbara and Joseph Cherry
Janice Smith
Michael-David Kerns - multiple donations
Kimberly Moritz
Diana Walton
Beryl Keegan

Friends of Faith:
Joseph & Janet Tomko
Patricia Wagner
Sam Knutson
Shelly Dearmin
Richard Gatlin
Stephanie Donofrio
Patricia Virdin
Timothy Toth
Alicia Vidal
Joan Rollins
Tim Day

DOGGIE JAIL BREak
By
By:: Teri Wiley
“Ok, I know he’s just a dog! But I didn’t sleep well the night before, which left me a bit bleary
eyed and frazzled for my trip to the shelter. I eyed the Starbucks longingly as I drove north on
the parkway, but I couldn’t be late to pick him up, so I resolutely kept driving. I didn’t want
anything to stop this jailbreak; after all, the shelter director had made several concessions to
allow me to pick him up.
You see, Chance was kicked out of his house along with his dad, an alcoholic, and the two of
them lived in a car ever since. I assured her that no matter what, we were not going to bring him
back, that we wanted him. When I got to the shelter, the surrender was smoother than I had
anticipated, but I still was as nervous as Ma Barker planning a breakout for one of her boys. I
signed paper after paper, paid the fee and waited apprehensively. Suddenly, there was Chance,
shorn and skinnier than ever, neat and clean, pulling at his leash and almost vibrating with
energy. When I reached down and snuggled him, he stopped barking and pulling and, I swear,
gave me a smile. I knew it was going to be ok!” (Allacen Jennings-Rathbun, MAESSR
volunteer)
This kind of thing happens several times over in any given month at MAESSR. Our volunteers
are watching shelters via the Internet, calling and visiting others, taking phone calls from folks
wishing to relinquish their dog for many, many reasons. This is how MAESSR gets all our
wonderful Springers. Did you know we have shelter coordinators for each state, volunteers
coordinating the owner relinquishments, one volunteer coordinating the transports? And yet, it all
moves rather smoothly.
Sound simple? Each dog we hear about needs to be evaluated, touched, played with, put
through its paces, history and vet info obtained… a very complicated process for some of our
volunteers with various degrees of Springer knowledge. MAESSR’s first priority is the safety of
our adoptive families and our volunteers. Dogs who fear strangers, are snapping, growling,
showing teeth, or exhibit extreme shyness, are traits we need to be aware of when evaluating a
dog. Debbie Lipcsey, our dog intake coordinator, has recommended the following site as
providing good information about evaluations:http://www.shibaweb.com/rtemp.htm
There is an emotional side to all of this of course, and sometimes, hard decisions must be made.
Walking through a shelter to check out a SPRINGER and seeing all the other dogs can really
pull at your heartstrings. So the next time you are asked to check out a shelter or you talk to
someone who is thinking about giving up their furry companion, keep these numbers in mind: In
2001, MAESSR pulled 113 Springers from shelter, 55 dogs from relinquishing owners, and we
placed 168 dogs. As of September 25, 2002, MAESSR has pulled 91 dogs from shelters, taken
in 28 owner relinquishments, and placed 119 dogs!! Thanks to all of you, we help as many as
we possibly can.

A Whirlwind Fall!!!
MAESSR has been very busy this fall – raising
funds for the care of the dogs while educating the
public about Rescue, MAESSR and Springers.

information and sales table, certified MAESSR
volunteers conducted Canine Good Citizen testing.
This is our second year of participation and it is a great
event.

Late August found MAESSR at the Elizabethtown
(PA) Fair with several dogs, information and lots of Likewise, the October 13th Peddlers Village (Lahaska,
interested people. Many applications for adoption PA) is a repeat appearance and always draws a big crowd.
were filed after this event.
Our volunteers answered lots of questions, showed off
dogs and talked Rescue to an interested public.
Another successful Yard Sale was held in
Richmond in late September. MAESSR
volunteers, friends and adoptive families again
came through with generous donations of
“treasures” for the sale. Between the April and
September sales, over $1,800 was raised in Central
Virginia yard sales. An outstanding result!
During October, MAESSR participated in at least
one event every weekend of the month. The
October 6th Fredericksburg (VA) Dog Festival was
again an excellent opportunity to showcase our
dogs and organization. Thanks to MAESSR friend
Sarah Farrell, who was again instrumental in
arranging our involvement. In addition to our

Skippack (PA) and Aldie (VA) were the next stops on the
MAESSR calendar. Although the rain dampened the
Halloween Parade at Skippack, our volunteers
highlighted the day. Information, merchandise and
drinks were offered to those who attended. Aldie Day
also provided a chance to talk Rescue and an
introduction for MAESSR in a geographical area we had
not been before.
Special thanks to the event coordinators: Tracy Fisher,
Kim Bolster, Barb Bennett, Heather Young and Ruth
Watson. Thanks again to all the volunteers, MAESSR
family, and friends who helped with each of these
events. Your time and energy is very much appreciated.

Alumni News
Class of 1998
• It’s now been almost four years since we adopted Royce (formerly Freckles) through you. We are very lucky to
have him in our lives. His separation anxiety has all but disappeared. He and our other Springer, Bentley, have
bonded like brothers. Royce spends his days quietly napping at home and his evenings racing around the farm
(though he’s scared to death of our horses). Other than his habit of stealing all the TV remotes and hoarding them
with his bones under the dining room table, he is an angel. Thanks for the great work you do!
-Jason Daisy and Michael Moreland

Class of 1999
• Winston II turned 13 -years-young in August. To celebrate, he and his family, including his two spaniel sisters,
drove to McDonald’s and ordered double cheeseburgers for all! Winston enjoys good health and loves playing with
his toys and going on daily walks. He gallantly maintains his Alpha-dog status, which is a bit of a challenge with
feisty little Pepper (Class of 2001), always at his heels. - Mary and Lee Beach

SANTA’S HELPERS
Consider giving MAESSR
merchandise – note cards, pins,
calendars and t-shirts make great and
thoughtful gifts (www.maessr.org or
the back page coupon)
Springer Prints – go to
www.crbrassfield.com, then prints.
Choose MAESSR and help our dogs!

Notecard Sets T
8 cards in each
set- 2 of each
design.

Class of 2000
• I have two rescues from MAESSR. Chance was adopted when he was 10-months-old, is liver and white, still
has a tail (boy, did that take some getting used to!), and will be 4 in October. He had been abused in his first home
so we had some things to overcome. You’d never know today that he had such a rough start in life. What a love he
is! He has gone from wanting to “eat” anyone new to him to wanting to sit in their lap and wash them up
thoroughly. All this transformation needed was plenty of TLC, prompt correction of unacceptable behavior (which
included a water pistol for strategic moments), and lots of patience and time. I wouldn’t trade him for
anything…….Poppy (Class of 2002), a 1 1/2- year-old female arrived here in May. She had a pretty disrupted
beginning in her life, but thanks to MAESSR’s fostering program she is settling in faster than Chance did. She has
met my grandchildren and romped and played, etc. She’s going to be fine. - Barbara Finnan

Class of 2001
• I just wanted to let all at MAESSR know that a year later Jack (formerly Clark) is doing wonderfully and
couldn’t have been a better addition to our family. He fell right in with the routine and gets along great with
everyone he meets and has been a perfect gentleman to our 3 cats. Please know that Jack is healthy and happygetting lots of exercise and is a very, very good dog that we love dearly! I tell the rescue dog adoption story to anyone
willing to listen and I know that we will always adopt dogs now. There are so many wonderful little souls out there
just waiting for the right family to come along. We are so thankful that you found Jack for us!!!! - Alex and Jack
Herron
Just wanted to offer an update on our adopted dog, Kramer, who has been renamed Pilot. He has been a part of
our household for more than a year and it would be hard to imagine life without him. He has learned to get along
with our older cat and my son’s guinea pig, though his curiosity gets the better of him where our new kitten is
concerned. He is so relaxed with kids and strangers that we count ourselves very lucky. He’s still a bit nervous
around other dogs, but we are working on that…….Pilot is indeed a “spound”, half-springer, half-hound. He has
Springer markings, but yells like a hound dog, especially when he finds a rabbit. And he is indeed a fence-climber,
and so must be on a lead whenever he’s outside. Still, we could not have hoped for a more charming and loveable
companion, Thanks for being there when he needed your help. - Pam Blittersdorf

Collectors Pins T
3 Different Designs. All 3 come
in liver and white (l/w) and
black and white (b/w.)

Spring

Top Dog

Snow

Class of 2002
My husband and I are pleased to let everyone know that Hallie has settled in to her new home in Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania very well. It only took a whole two days for her to scope out all the cool places to rest (couch, recliners,
two beds, etc.). Her favorite part is her new sister (Faraday). They are each others’ best entertainment and provide us
with hours of laughs. Both dogs are enjoying the endless miles of trails available throughout Penn’s woods. - Krista
& Eric Nelson
We’re the new parents of Yeager (now Devon). Devon is doing really well in his new home. He and our five-yearold daughter have become best friends. If only she would share her stuffed animals with him life would be perfect
(he’s willing to make even trades for some of his toys). The neighborhood is full of other dogs, so he has lots of
opportunities to make more friends. We see him as somewhat of a “gentle giant” based on his sweet temperament
and his LARGE size. He tips the scales at 50 pounds as he enters his 8th month of life. He dwarfs the two other
Springers in our neighborhood. But don’t mistake his sweetness for laziness. This guy’s got plenty of energy (he’s a
puppy and a Springer after all). He loves walking the lake trails, playing fetch, and leaping for his tennis balls and
other toys. He’s not decided to swim yet….likes to wade into the lake up to his belly. He attracts a lot of attention
out on the street because he’s such a beautiful dog. Hard to believe this dog came into rescue! - Rich and Christine
Call
We have had Buddy (Leo) for 2 weeks now and I thought I would drop you a note to thank you for entrusting him
to us. He is sweet, lovable, and handsome! His nose is healing nicely and you can hardly see the scars. I know that
you probably hear this a lot, but I wanted to let you know Buddy is loved. He and Maggie are inseparable. They
won’t even go outside without the other. As far as psychological scars, I am thinking that they too will be overcome.
Again, thank you and I will give them both a kiss for you. - Beryl, John, Maggie and Leo Keegan
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The 2002
MAESSR T -Shirt!

MAESSR’s 2003
Calendar
*Ordering Information on back
panel of the newsletter.

Lancaster Picnic
SPRINGER MADNESS!!!
Tracy and Kurt Fisher once again opened their
beautiful farm to MAESSR volunteers and adoptive
families. The date was August 10th, the weather
The Lipcseys finding the winner
warm and the company spectacular!
of the Biscuit Count!

Pat Jaeger and Diane Chaves – signing in
over 80 people and over 60 dogs, expertly
handled registration. The Rescue Parade, dog
games and the costume parade were all
highlights of the day. Trixie Connelly excelled
at the games, as did (then Geckle foster)
DeDe (now) Epling. Tristan Bolster faced some
Heather Young and Friends
fierce competition in the Best
Costume contest but held on to win –
taking both the Fredericksburg and
Lancaster picnic prizes.

The Campbell Family
and Hobie

Hostess Tracy Fisher

The Peaslands and
Bailey

The sales of merchandise and raffle
tickets was outstanding with competitive
bidding/ticket buying on many items.
Special thanks to all those who donated
items for the picnic raffles and the many
The DeFebo Family and Hershey
volunteers who toiled in the hot sun –
working at the fundraising table. When the day was
done, the memories lingered of all the special dogs,
special friendships and the joy of Springers
and rescue.
Editors Note: The picnics provide a
wonderful opportunity to connect names and
faces, catch up with old friends and see so
many exceptional dogs in one gathering. If you
were not able to attend this year, consider
attending one or both (Pennsylvania and
Virginia) next year. You will leave with a
greater appreciation of Rescue, our dogs and
all our efforts.

The Muphys and
Sonny

Springer Splendor – What a Success!
Congratulations to Judy English of Versailles, Kentucky, the lucky winner of the Springer Splendor Quilt. Mary Domeron of Harrisburg, IL had
the lucky ticket for the “bonus” raffle quilted pillow. The quilt highlighted the Springer personality in beautiful shades of green gold and rust.
Sewn and quilted by volunteers, the quilt raised $1,835 – any outstanding accomplishment by any measure.
A very special thank you to all who worked on the quilt project: Barb Bennett, The Hambletts, Leeny Glass, Sue Baldwin-Way, Jane Davis
and Kim Bolster. Look for news on the 2003 Quilt. It will be sensational!!.
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Do You Remember?.... MollyVII
By Mary Beach

Now……..
Severna Park, Maryland
Then…….
— Fall 2002. Molly’s family
Annapolis, Maryland —
admits that she is the “Queen
Winter 2000. A sweet 2-yearof the household”. Her
old pregnant Springer is
nicknames are Sweetcheeks
turned in to a shelter. Her
and Baby. She has a new
family says they are moving.
Springer sister, recently
She is lonely, sick and taken
adopted Sarah, who is 13by MAESSR to the foster
years-old. They have become
home of Bill and Debbie
best friends. Every Sunday,
Lipcsey in Virginia. Due to
Molly and Sarah are served
an infection, she loses the
scrambled eggs, and every
puppies. Her foster family
morning they patiently wait
nurses her to good health and
outside the door for the daughter of the family to finish
finds her to be very friendly and affectionate. Soon it is
her shower and give them their morning treat. Every
time for her to go and meet her new forever family. They
evening Molly and her dad race upstairs to see who can
have been looking for a special Springer to join their family
get to the pillow first. (Molly usually wins!) The dogs
after the loss of their old and beloved dog. The children
have an active life participating in many family activities.
have saved money to buy things for their new friend!!
Great advertisements for rescue,their mom tells everyone
It is love at first sight when the family meets Molly. Molly about the rescue and how Molly and Sarah came into their
jumps right into the family van as if she’s known them all lives. According to her mom, Molly is the best thing that
along. It’s back to Maryland for this happy girl, and she
ever happened to them….and Sarah the second best thing,
seems to know that this time she will be loved forever!
and she can’t remember a day without them!

The Training Corner
By Isabelle Chewning

Does Your Springer Need a Job?
Many of our Springers are high-energy, high-activity dogs
who absolutely crave attention. Ignored or left to their own devices,
their creative pursuits can often lead to mischief….. or worse! But
if you can harness that energy by giving these dogs a “job” to do,
you’ll occupy their minds and bodies while giving them your
undivided attention. And most likely, they’ll love it.
What kinds of jobs can Springers do? Many of you may
have seen glimpses of an ESS search and rescue dog at the site of
the World Trade Center disaster last year. There are Springer
service dogs, and Springer drug sniffing dogs. Even if you and your
Springer don’t aspire to those heights, look for other kinds of jobs
for which you can train.
There are lots of fun performance events for human/
Springer teams. The Canine Good Citizen test, rally obedience, and
competition obedience are all obedience type events offered by the
American Kennel Club (AKC). Agility, another popular canine
event, is great fun for dogs, handlers, and spectators. At agility
trials, dogs are timed as they run a course of jumps and other
obstacles. If your Springer loves to run, jump, and catch tennis
balls, flyball could be the perfect job for him. Tracking (which is the

competitive form of search and rescue) is another event at which
Springers can excel, given their excellent noses and propensity for
sniffing! And since Springers were originally bred to flush or
“spring” and retrieve birds, training to hunt, or for AKC hunting
tests or field trials are also good jobs for Springers.
If performance events aren’t your thing, you can still give
your Springer a job. Teach her to fetch the paper every morning, or
to shake hands, high-five, or roll over. If she’s good at that, why not
pursue a Therapy Dog International (TDI) Certificate so that you
and your dog can visit hospitals, nursing homes, or other institutions
where a TDI dog is needed?
Training your dog to do a job will make him even more
enjoyable to be around. If you’ve recently trained a new trick,
become the neighborhood frisbee champion, earned a CGC or TDI
title, competed or titled in a canine performance event, let me know
so that we can share your “Training Triumphs” in future columns.
Let’s show our readers that MAESSR dogs are more than just pretty
faces! Send your training tips, triumphs, and ideas for future
“Training Corner” columns, to me, Isabelle Chewning, by email at
ischewning@aol.com.
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P.O. Box 15354
Richmond, VA 23227
springerrescue@yahoo.com
(301) 362-0423
Monica La Polt - Adoption Coordinator - mlapolt@starpower.net
Linda Foster - Volunteer Coordinator - rescueess@yahoo.com
Gale Blackmer - Financial Coordinator - gcbdog@yahoo.com
Karen Ellery - Applications Coordinator - kellery@faegre.com
Kim Bolster - Fundraising Coordinator and Newsletter Editor - ess4x18@cs.com
Debbie Lipcsey - Dog Intake Coordinator - springerfarm@aol.com
Dave Sewter - Transport Coordinator - zoothockey@aol.com
Donna Stella - Owner Relinquishment Coordinator - troopeydoo@yahoo.com
Mary Baker - Foster Home Coach - bakerdzn@mindspring.com
Pat Jaeger - New Jersey Shelter Liaison - wjaeger@monmouth.com
Shirley Hundley - Delaware Shelter Liaison - laser2057@aol.com
JoAnne Mottola - Pennsylvania Shelter Liaison - cybrmook@voicenet.com
Bernice Powell - Maryland Shelter Liaison - berpow@aol.com
Barb Moseler - Virginia Shelter Liaison - bmoseler@aol.com
Debbie Lipcsey - Virginia Shelter Liaison - springerfarm@aol.com
Timothy Day - DC Shelter Liaison - tim.day@ncr.com
Kelly Gribble - Website and Petfinder Updates - kfg0304@aol.com

Springer Tails Newsletter Staff
Editor: Kim Bolster
Contributors: Isabelle Chewning, Mary
Beach, Teri Wiley, Monica La Polt
Mailing Lists: Bill Lipcsey

MAESSR appreciates and needs your financial support. Your donation will be used to rescue and
care for English Springer Spaniels in the Mid - Atlantic region. Please mail your donation to the
address below. Thank you for your generosity.

Please accept my donation in the amount of:
$ 10  $20  $30  $40  $50  Other:___________
My donation is:  in honor of  in memory of _________________________________________
Name & Address:_________________________________________________________________________
Please enclose this slip with your check made payable to MAESSR
Mail To: MAESSR, P.O. Box 15354, Richmond, VA 23227
“Christmas for the Dogs”
Gift Program
My Donation: $ ______________

QUANTITY

Please provide the name and address of the
honored recipient. We will acknowledge all gifts.
For donations in excess of $30.00, please mark
(below) a gift to be sent to the recipient.

Send card/gift to:
Name: ______________________________
Address: _____________________________
_____________________________

T-SHIRTS

UNIT COST

SMALL, LARGE,
X-LARGE

$17.25

XX-LARGE

$ 19.25

XXX-LARGE

$ 20.25

CALENDARS

$ 9.25
2 / $ 18.00

NOTECARD
SETS
L/W B/W SNOW PIN
L/W B/W TOP DOG PIN
L/W B/W SPRING PIN

WCalendars
Check out our MAESSR
dogs at their best!

Notecard
Sets T

$ 11.25

Collectors Pins T

$ 9.50

3 Different
Designs. All 3
come in liver
and white (l/w)
and black and
white (b/w.)

$ 9.50
$ 9.50

Gift: Choose one: ____ 2003 MAESSR Calendar
____ L/W“Snow” Pin
____B/W “Snow” Pin
____ L/W “Top Dog” Pin ____B/W “Top Dog” Pin

ShipTo: ________________

*For additional gifts, please use
another sheet of paper.*

_______________________

TOTAL $

Top Dog

8 cards in each
set- 2 of each
design.

Snow

Spring

*All Prices include the shipping

